NFT. DeFi. Play To Earn

Disclaimer and Notes
Gadget Wars including but not limited to the overall project, the website, all its software including any smart contracts and apps (the
“Platform”) as presented in this conceptual paper or other simplified versions of the same, is a pure online videogame/entertainment platform
and it is not (not it is required to be) an active licensed or regulated or exempted financial, gambling/e-gaming/betting, or payment or digital
asset service of any kind and in any jurisdiction.
Any terminology used in this document or on the Platform is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the
same terms in a financial environment, and/or any other regulated framework including e-gaming and/or gambling and betting. The Gadget
Wars token (GWAR) is a strictly utility or in-game token in any jurisdiction and is not and can not be considered as a security or otherwise a
regulated token of any kind, is not in any way e-money and/or a fiat or asset backed stable coin, whether global or limited in scope.
Any liquidity pools or other similar staking facilities mentioned in this document are third party operated and can be subject to hacks, bugs,
fraud, errors leading to total loss of any values staked therein. This document taken by itself is not, nor it can be construed as a contract, an
investment contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, it is not an invitation or offer to invest in Gadget War or acquire its token in any
way with any expectation of future profit.
Any user of the Platform declares to have received appropriate technical, administrative and legal advice before and after reading this
document, the website and using any part of the Platform (including any tokens therein) and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in
acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto token, platform, software, interface and acknowledges with full disclaimer for any of the
persons or entities mentioned within this document or in any way directly or indirectly connected to the Platform, that there can be any kind of
damage suffered, including total loss.
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As the global gaming industry continues to grow across all markets, the industry
remains structured in a way that primarily benefits game developers and perpetuates
a one-directional flow of value where players spend money to unlock access to ingame assets and gameplay configurations.
Alongside the disruption of cryptocurrencies across all industries, today, the global
gaming industry has seen a massive influx in blockchain-built games, and
decentralized applications (dapps) which enable players to capture the utility and
value of in-game purchases and asset acquisitions more effectively.

Gadgetwar is a multi-dimensional play-to-earn game, built on the BEP20 BSC Smart Chain.
GWAR token is the in-game currency that community members can earn by learning the skill to win levels. people acquire GWAR by learning
about blockchain gaming and non-fungible tokens (NFTs), and the most dedicated can earn GWAR by contributing to the play to earn
ecosystem.
People all around the world have shown a massive interest in blockchain because of the profound opportunities associated with it. NFT
games are blockchain-based games with in-game asset encryption that allows players to collect them as non-fungible tokens (NFTs).
Some of these games reward players with cryptocurrency, while others allow players to collect in-game NFTs that can then be sold for
potential profit.
Binance Smart Chain is one of the most paramount blockchain systems that was created by the cryptocurrency trading platform Binance.
They are helpful for the development of DeFi protocols and dapp. Since it is independent of the Binance network, Binance Smart Chain can
run even if the network crashes. This permits customers to build decentralised apps on a single blockchain because it is developed on a
dual-chain architecture.
it is a package full of services and solutions like security, privacy, one-second block time, and faster transactions make it favourable for
today’s NFT Gaming Industry. This is a golden chance for various DeFi and other blockchain communities to seize the opportunity offered by
Binance Smart Chain.

BEP-20 is a user-friendly token standard that permits users to deploy digital tokens that are fungible
on Binance smart chain, and BNB fuels BEP-20 tokens transfers. it is a standard token on Binance
smart chain that has all the necessary functionalities like transferring, viewing token ownership, and
returning a balance. BEP-20 token is similar to Ethereum’s standard token ERC-20 and Binance smart
chain’s BEP-2 token. the primary difference between the BEP-2 and the BEP-20 is that they work on
different blockchains. the BEP-2 token standard comes under the Binance chain, while the BEP-20
token standard comes under the Binance smart chain.
Gadget War was created with the aim of expanding and satisfying the growing consumer interest for
crypto gaming while satisfying everyone’s entertainment needs simultaneously.
Utilizing blockchain technology along with the NFT working mechanism, we are able to design a
vibrant trading and exchanging environment where players can earn in multiple ways by collecting
and breeding and selling your GWAR will earn token rewards through competing and winning in Player
vs Player (PVP) battle, daily tasks and quests
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Gadget War features an entire network of supporting ecosystems along with exciting gameplay - and
that’s not all that we’re offering!
To build the perfect game in every player’s dream, we will let players take part in building this awesome
world with us.
Some NFT games reward players with cryptocurrency, while others allow players to collect in-game NFTs
that can then be sold for potential profit.
Gadget war is one of those NFT games which provide players with tokens through skilled gameplay. All
digital assets and data will be open-sourced, giving easy access to all enthusiastic to contribute to
building Gadget War with us while gaining a more unique and personalized experience.

Game Features
Gadget War features an entire network of supporting ecosystems along with exciting gameplay - and
that’s not all that we’re offering!
To build the perfect game in every player’s dream, we will let players take part in building this
awesome world with us.
Some NFT games reward players with cryptocurrency, while others allow players to collect in-game
NFTs that can then be sold for potential profit.
Gadget war is one of those NFT games which provide players with tokens through skilled gameplay.
All digital assets and data will be open-sourced, giving easy access to all enthusiastic to contribute to
building Gadget War with us while gaining a more unique and personalized experience.

Game Rollout
Gadget War will be released in three phases

PHASE I

PHASE II

The Oracle and Marketplace

Kratos Arena

GW Metaverse ( The High Echelon)

The Oracle is the gateway to the
Gadget War single player mode
gameplay experience. In this phase,
players must spin the oracle and
collect gadgets to be able to
participate in Levels 1-10.

Multiplayer & Arena Battle Mode
allows players to choose from 180
armours of different strengths in
order to raise their damage
resistance and attack strength when
participating in Arena Battles.

Hundreds of multiplayer features will be
introduced in Phase 3, such as Armour
Upgrades with the Metaverse
Blacksmith Avatar customisation, Crop
foraging, and more to strengthen your
avatar and improve the overall
gameplay experience.

PHASE III

The Oracle - Phase I
THE GAME

Players need to collect a specific number of Gadgets (the strictly in-game non
tradable token of Gadget Wars) to participate in the single player games.
Gadgets can be collected by accessing The Oracle. Consulting the Oracle costs
100 GWARs.
There are 10 Levels that players neeed to clear for this Phase. Each level has a
corresponding number of GWAR tokens to be collected before users can start the
game. The Marketplace will also be available for users to buy or trade Gadgets
with other GW players.

How to Play

Consult The Oracle
The Oracle will land on 36 predictions
Users can be rewarded with Gadgets, Mystery Box or nothing at all!

Gadgets
Required

Rarity

GWAR
Rewards

Gadgets
Required

Rarity

GWAR
Rewards

Level 1

2

Any

300

Level 6

10

Unique

5000

Level 2

4

Any

600

Level 7

15

Unique

10,000

Level 3

6

Any

1000

Level 8

20

Unique

20,000

Level 4

8

Any

1500

Level 9

25

Unique

30,000

Level 5

10

Any

2500

Level 10

30

Unique

50,000 + NFT

Tokens needed to access The Oracle

Minimun number of tokens to complete all levels

Total Rewards

ROI

100 GWARs
13,000 GWARs
120,000 GWARs
10x + NFT

Kratos Arena - Phase II
THE GAME
This is where the REAL battle starts. Wage wars with other players.
Deck out your avatar and prepare for the Kratos Arena, with a variety of armour and
weapons that can help in standard light or heavy attacks. This provides players with a
variety of options to gratify their own play style.
There are 180 Gadgets to choose from in this phase. Players can suit up their avatars
up to 6 armours or weapons.

How to Play

Gameplay mechanics to be released nearer to the launch.

Gadget Armory

The High Echelon - Phase III
The Metaverse
The High Echelon, is Gadget War's own Metaverse where users can
further advance their gaming through upgrading their weapons, at
the local Echelon Blacksmith, and nourishing their avatar at the
StarTroop Tavern, to prepare for battles.
The High Echelon, would also serve as a hub for all GW users, and
will be helpful to build their community or army, in anticipation for
future game optimization.

Misty Mountains

The Echelon Blacksmith
Kratos Arena

Startroop Tavern
The Red River

The Den
The Fire Pit

Phase I Components
The Oracle

The Oracle is controlled by a smart contract, which eliminates the possibility of it
being tampered with.

Mystery Box

The Mystery Box can be acquired through playing The Oracle. Users will instantly
receive an NFT card if the wheel lands on the Mystery Box panel. However, this will
remain unseen and locked until Phase II games are released.

The Fire Pit

Contrary to the name, The Fire Pit is an easy tap-and-earn side quest, where users
can earn more rewards. In the game, players complete levels by swapping
colored pieces of candy on a game board to make a match of three or more of
the same color.

BOOSTER GAMES
Users can earn more rewards and tokens by participating in GWAR Booster Games.
Two easy Tap-and-Win quests are provided for an easy and worthwhile experience.

Earn NFT and other rewards
Risk GWAR tokens for USDT or BNB
Increases the usability and demand of GWAR tokens
Unlimited Game Play

HI vs. LO
THE GAME

The rules of the game are simple. Players need to predict the final
total of the dice once they are rolled. There are only two options,
which are LOW and HIGH.
If the dice roll any numbers from 3-9, that would be LOW.
If the dice roll any numbers from 10-18, that would be HIGH.

How to Play

Buy access with GWARs
Select low or high
“winners” will be receiving boosted GWAR reviews from other
activities for a certain time.

Hi vs. Lo Mystery
THE GAME

Another easy yet suspenseful game in the Gadget War realm!
Users will be able to further participate in supplemental side
quests, simultaneously with the Single Player Mode games.

How to Play

Buy access with GWARs
Select high or low
“winners” will be receiving boosted GWAR reviews from other
activities for a certain time.

Staking Rewards

Gadget War users can participate in external Liquidity Pools
opened by the community on DEXs.
Liquidity Pool APY

Users can obtain high liquidity rewards GWAR external Pools
This also diversify the use of GWAR
Helps to stabilize GWAR’s long term value

Up to 300%

Token Pairs

GWAR - BUSD
GWAR - BNB
Liquidity Pools

DISCLAIMER
External Liquidity Pools can have APY of Up to 300% - they are not
hosted by Gadget Wars, but by external platform.

ECOSYSTEM
Gadget War is an upcoming p2e game with a combination of multiple genres, built on BEP-20 BSC smart chain. We are dedicated in creating
long-lasting games, communities, and ecosystems. As a result, all token parameters such as total quantity, allocation ratio, lock rate, and so
on are carefully evaluated.
Gadget War have a staking platform where our GWAR token holders can help stabilize the token and be rewarded for this. Play-to-earn is a
model for games where players can earn digital tradable and collectible rewards by playing. Players of gadget war will earn Non-Fungible
Tokens (NFTs), or one-of-a-kind items tradable on many secondary markets.
The game aims at entertaining players with simple, but skill required to win levels which get rewarded with GWAR tokens. Gadget War features
along with an entire network of supporting ecosystems of exciting gameplay, a diverse range of supporting gears and equipment and realtime bidding and trading environment. Users can participate to boost their GWAR Tokens.
There are tokens allocated for the booster pool with a schedule to be released. Users can battle with their powerful warriors with other random
users in PVP mode. It is a package full of services and solutions like security, privacy, one-second block time, and faster transactions. This is a
golden chance for various blockchain communities to seize the opportunity offered by Gadget War.

GWAR currency deployed on BSC smart chain
Gadget War Game - Phases I, II, III
Booster games

Staking rewards
Token burning mechanism
NFT market place

GadgetWar Economy
Pay the cost for spinning the oracle to acquire
gadget/s, these in game gadgets will be used to
qualify for the candy bursting gameplay

For various promotions, competitions and
tournaments that will be eventually organised

Risk the tokens to battle against other players
in the PvP mode

Rewarded on successfully completing 1 - 10
levels of the gameplay

Participate in Liquidity Pools & Farming products
offered

Buy the NFT characters and armoury to suit up the
avatars in Phase II

Buy/Sell gadget/s on the internal marketplace

Pay various kinds of fees in the gameplay

Buy various kinds of NFTs offered in the metaverse

Staking for stability rewards

Marketing
7.5%
Development
7.5%

Seed (50M)
5%

Private (100M)
10%

Strategic (70M)
7%

Tokenomics

Public (30M)
3%

Ecosystem
20%

Advisor (70M)
10%

Liquidity
20%

Team (30M)
10%

SHARE

TGE

TOKENS

SEED

5%

5% - 18 month linear after 30 days

50 MILLION

PRIVATE

10%

10% - 18 month linear after 30 days

100 MILLION

STRATEGIC

7%

10% - 18 month linear after 30 days

70 MILLION

PUBLIC

3%

20% - 30 days 20% monthly x 4 months

30 MILLION

ADVISOR

10%

6 month cliff; 18 month linear

TEAM

10%

12 month cliff; 24 month linear

LIQUIDITY

20%

-------

ECOSYSTEM

20%

According to the system

DEV

7.5%

18 month linear

MARKETING

7.5%

18 month linear

Funds To Be Raised
PRICE

AMOUNT

X 0.005

$250,000

X 0.0075

$750,000

100 MILLION

X 0.0085

$595,000

100 MILLION

X 0.01

$300,000

Total Supply

1 BILLION
Initial Market Cap

$250,000

Token Burning

Collection
Users need to collect
gadgets from The
Oracle, to qualify for
Phase 1 Single Player
Mode.

Burning
Gadgets collected from
every Phase 1 level will be
burned, after each
successful gampeplay,
whatever the outcome.

Multiplayer

Burning

Users will need to suit-up
their avatars with the
different armours, to use
for PVP battles during
Phase 2.

Player's Armours are only
durable for battle, within 1 to 7
Days. This will be based on the
type of armour of your avatar.
After the durability period,
armours will be burned.

2021

2022

2023

Q1

Idea Incubation | Market Research

Q1

NFT Marketplace goes live

Q1

Phase III Game - Mystery
World goes live

Q2

Team Formation | IT Development

Q2

Phase II Game - Live with virtual
Metaverse | PVP Mode Active

Q2

Ongoing addition of new levels and
upgrades to the game | Cross
chain support

Q3

Smart Contract Testing | Partnerships |
Community Building | IDO Launch

Q3

New levels added | Mysteryworld details
will be released

Q4

Gadget NFT Sales | Phase I Game - Live with
P2E features | Spot Games | Staking

Q4

Mystery world ready to be offered to users
for sale
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Contact Us
@joingadgetwar

discord.gg/CtdjkRQ6sH

tiny.cc/gadgetwarofficial

gadgetwar.io

t.me/gadgetwar
t.me/Gwarcommunitychat

